g 6 4(G). Also ||/. 0|U ^ ll/ILIWI». (See [1] for the general setting. ) We have previously [4] studied the spaces AP(G), respectively W(G), consisting of those <t> G if oe (G) for which the map/H>/ . 0 from 4 (G) tOo^°°(G) is a compact, respectively weakly compact, operator.
In this paper, we renorm A (G) by continuously embedding A (G) into the spaces C(G), L P (G)(1 ^ p < oo), and we characterize the space of those <t> G if°°(Ô) for which the map /•-»/ • </ > from 4 (G) to i?°°(G) extends to a weakly compact operator on C(G), L v (G)(l ^ p < oo). For G abelian, G is a group and A (G) is isomorphic to l l (G) by the Fourier transform ^. The module action of A{G) on / oe (G) is given by / • <f> = ^ Cf) **, (2(*) = *(-*),* Ç G, g a function on G), (/Ç A(G),4>e T(G)). It follows that for G abelian, the spaces AP(G), respectively W(G) are the classical spaces of almost periodic, respectively weakly almost periodic, functions on G. A rewording of a result of Kluvânek [5] The key idea in extending locally compact abelian theorems, which involve translation in the dual group G, to compact nonabelian groups is to replace the translation argument by a convolution argument involving L 1 (G), and then for the compact nonabelian case use the module action of A(G) on J^oe(G) instead of the convolution product.
Let M(G) denote the measure algebra on G. For ju Ç M (G), the FourierStieltjes transform of / x> M or /" ^, is a matrix-valued function in
For A Gif oe (G) and/6 A(G),
To see this consider:
Thus for / G ^4 (G) and ju G J^°°(G) the map /i->/ • /x has the explicit form
Embedding A (G) into C(G). THEOREM Let <f> G i^°(G). 77** mapf^f • 0/rom 4 (G) toS^^iÔ) extends to a weakly compact operator on C{G) if and only if 4> G M (G)".

Proof. Let <t> G J£
?oe (ê) be such that 0 extends (uniquely, since A (G) is uniformly dense in C(G)) to a weakly compact operator on C(G). In particular, ^ defines a bounded operator on C(G) so there exists M < oo such that ||/-«IL ^ M\\f\\ oe . The linear functional/^ (/, 0} on 4(G) is bounded in
Thus it extends by the Hahn-Banach theorem to all of C(G), and by the Riesz representation theorem there exists M G -M(G), ||/x|| ^ ilf, such that </,*> = ("/<*/• = </,£>, (/6.4(G)).
Hence 0 = fi.
Conversely, let n G M (G).
We may assume M ^ 0. Choose £ with 1 < p < oo .
is also weakly compact. Proof. Let 0 G J2f°°(G) be such that /i-» / • 0 extends (uniquely since
Embedding -4(G) into
< 11/11, 11*11. . 
Embedding -4(G) into L\G).
G
Thus T = S^L
Recall that ^fo(G) denotes the subspace of oâf°°(G) consisting of those 0 for which the set {a Ç G:||0 a || oe ^ e} is finite for e > 0. However,
, which being strongly closed is also weakly closed. But then ô^-i cannot be a weak cluster point of {g\, a ' ^hx,a), the required contradiction.
Abelian results for weakly compact extensions.
Here G is a locally compact abelian (LCA) group. Theorem 1 has an LCA setting. THEOREM 
Let <f> £ U°(G). The map /«-»/ * <j> from A (G) to U°(G) extends to a weakly compact operator on C 0 (G) if and only if 0 £ M (G)*.
Proof. The proof is similar to Theorem 1.
Abelian results for compact extensions.
In this section G is an LCA group. THEOREM 
Let 0 e L oe ((?). The mapf^f * 0 from A (G) to U°(G) extends to a compact operator on Co(G) if and only if
Proof. Let /x be a discrete measure on G, and let JU W be finitely supported measures with lk-M||-0.
Note that/1-»/ * jft w = (fdn n )" is a finite rank operator from C 0 (G) to L°°(G). 
